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Greetings!

March is National Developmental Disabilities Awareness Month
(NDDAM) --  an opportunity to share information, resources, and
stories that raise awareness AND raise expectations of the
possibilities and potential for people with developmental
disabilities when provided equal opportunity and access to all
facets of community living.

To participate in this year's campaign use #sidebysidedd16 for
Facebook (FB) posts and Twitter tweets. It's not too late to find
content here, and join us in raising awareness and expectations
by showing people with and without developmental disabilities
working, playing, learning, or socializing side-by-side, enjoying all
facets of community life together. Want an example? Click here for our most popular
NDDAM #sidebysidedd16 post so far!

In the meantime, we'll continue to fully engage with stakeholders in Annapolis, offering
testimony, support, and critical information on issues we care about. Every week check our
website for updates on priority legislation and legislation we are monitoring. Our website
also has registration information for statewide conferences and webinars you don't want to
miss! Also, don't forget about Council Small Grants and Event Sponsorships available
for your organization's great ideas that support our mission, vision, and values. 

Our Five Year State Plan supports your efforts to advocate and engage in systems change.
We have just drafted a new Plan to direct our work through 2021, and would like your input.
Learn more and download a copy here.  Want a quick overview of accomplishments from
last year? Within the next week our annual report for FY15, Highlights, will be available.
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Learning, playing side-by-side

For now, check out these four MD facts & stats: Did You Know? followed by Faces behind
the Facts with three partners in advocacy: Damon Briggs, Amanda Lay, and Erica Wheeler.

Enjoy this issue of Council Connection -- There is much to celebrate in Maryland --
And more work to be done. Let's get to it!

 

Did you know?
Four MD Facts: Awareness + Action = Impact

Seventy-two percent of Maryland families have difficulty
finding and keeping child care for their child with a
disability.
 
In response, two years ago the Council collaborated with
Maryland Family Network to release the online e-learning
training module, Supporting Children with Disabilities.
Last year we produced and funded two videos that tell the stories of Jayla, Brendan &
Shaun, their families, and the three respective child care providers who use inclusive
practices for children with and w/out disabilities to learn and play together.They have been
disseminated widely as a part of the newly developed and state-mandated training on the
ADA & Inclusive Practices that all Maryland child care providers will receive. Ultimately,
along with other efforts and initiatives, we aim to help improve the quality of child care
programs and build capacity to support children with disabilities. 

Maryland currently serves 68% of students with disabilities in the general education
setting, 80% or more of the day. Thirteen percent are included in general education
classrooms less than 40% of the day and 7% are in separate or residential schools, or
receiving home & hospital services. 

To address this and related issues, the Council is supporting several pieces of legislation
this session that if passed, will further empower parents to be involved in the IEP process as
equal partners in decision making. Here is a link to legislation that supports children with
disabilities and their families . Another way the Council addresses this issue is through
supporting the advocacy efforts of parents who want to ensure their student is being taught
side-by-side students without disabilities. 

There are nearly 8,000 people on DDA's waiting list for
community services. Over 100 are in the Crisis Resolution
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Senator Guy Guzzone,
Sponsor of SB-413

priority category and 1,200 in Crisis Prevention. 

In response, among other advocacy, the Council is supporting
legislation (SB413/HB1499) that will ensure there is crucial
funding in the state budget every year for people in the highest
priority category on DDA's waiting list. If passed,$3.5 million
would be appropriated annually for people in Crisis Resolution
to meet ongoing needs. At a recent hearing, Council Executive
Director Brian Cox testified,"It's almost unfathomable to put
someone in Crisis Resolution and then not be able to
resolve their crisis." Find our testimony here.

Nationally, less than 2% of all post-secondary students report having a
developmental disability. Results from the 2014 National Community Inclusion (NCI)
Adult Consumer Survey indicate that 60% of adults supported through with DDA
funding want to have a paid job in the community but only 39% have integrated
employment as a goal in their Individual Plans. 

Going to college or getting a job is important for all young people, including people with 
developmental disabilities. The Council is exploring ways to support new partnerships in
Maryland within the University system to provide increased opportunities for people with
intellectual and developmental disabilities to go to college. Interest in the Council's webinar
on Post-Secondary Options for TY generated a comprehensive Q/A that includes
resources and information for TY and families interested in preparing for academic
options after high school. 

On the employment side, the Council has taken a leadership role in partnership with the
Maryland Department of Disabilities (MDOD), DDA and many stakeholders to support
formal adoption and implementation of Employment First in Maryland. We will be
investing more funding to help organizations transform so more people are employed. The
Council has worked closely with People on the Go and other organizations and advocates
in support of HB420/SB417, legislation that would phase out sub-minimum wage for people
with developmental disabilities. Find our testimony  here. 

Raising Awareness & Expectations:
Meet Three Faces behind the Facts 

Erica Wheeler
Erica serves as co-chair of the Ethan
Saylor Alliance Steering Committee, 
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Erica stands to the right of Governor O'Malley, who
appointed the Task Force (pictured) to make

recommendations on formation of the Saylor Alliance.

Damon and Rachel London, Council Deputy
Director, after testifying in Annapolis

which is focused on developing effective
ways to prepare and support people with
intellectual and developmental disabilities
to partner with law enforcement to train to
police cadets and veteran officers. 
She has been at the forefront of this
movement as a trainer side-by-side law
enforcement. Reflecting on her work with
the Alliance and the trainings, Erica says,
"It's important to me because police
officers want the training to try and get the word around that people with developmental
disabilities should be respected so we don't have another tragedy-I want to feel safe in my
community....I'm not just a person with a disability, I'm helping out my state and my
community."

Damon Briggs
In the mid 90's Council member Damon Briggs
owned his own record company, Cerebral 
Records, and the East Coast Flavor Studio that
hosted a popular show called Rap City on cable's
BET once interviewing the Hip-Hop and Rap great
3-6 Mafia. He also did production work for Grammy
Award winners Puff Daddy, now known as Sean
Combs, and Mary J. Blige one of Time Magazines
"most influential individuals around the world in
2007." No longer in the music business, Damon
devotes much of his time to advocacy efforts-traveling frequently to testify in Annapolis, and
to a nonprofit he founded, the National Organization of Challenging People, with a goal to
ensure people with disabilities are included in all aspects of society including
entertainment, business, the arts, and transportation. Asked about his preference for saying
"challenged" rather than "disabled" Damon says, "The word 'dis' means 'not.' The word
dis-ability means not-abled. The word 'challenged' means it's hard for me to walk. It's
hard but I can still do it. I have a chance. One of my goals is to get the word changed
from disability to people who are challenged intellectually and physically."

Amanda Lay
Council member Amanda Lay was recognized last year by
The Daily Record, a statewide newspaper, as one of
Maryland's Top 100 Women. With a degree in
Communications from the University of Maryland, Amanda is



Amanda at work at Pyramid

a marketing assistant at the Pyramid Atlantic Art Center
working with primarily with membership and social
media. Amanda Chairs the Council's Cross-Cutting Issues
Committee, has served as an adult literacy tutor for more than
a decade, and is a member and former vice president of
public relations for Toastmasters International. "Every life
has purpose and value. One's physical or cognitive
ability does not make them any less valuable." Amanda
spreads this message wherever she can, including when
testifying on legislation in Annapolis that she feels will have
an impact on the lives of people with disabilities. A
passionate advocate, she advises, "Don't let anyone ever
tell you don't make a difference --your voice matters and your voice makes a
difference." 

Reminder: The Council provides free publications such as Planning Now available to
download or order from our website--Available in English and in Spanish!

info@md-council.org | http://www.md-council.org
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